
Goodnight 1121 

Chapter 1121 

1121 She is mine 

Without waiting for Qi Li to speak again, Lei Xiao had already walked towards the two of them with a 

blank expression. 

His aura was too strong. 

Not only Qi Li, but even the staff who was about to speak was shocked and couldn’t make a sound. 

Lei Xiao sat down beside Lin Hanxing. 

He casually glanced at Qi Li. 

“......” 

Although it was strange, Qi Li felt that she had read a warning from those eyes. 

What did she do? 

Lin Hanxing’s mind was completely focused on the design draft, so he naturally didn’t notice Qi Li’s eyes 

on him. 

However, the moment Lei Xiao sat down, she could sense that his mood was not right. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Lin Hanxing raised his head and smiled at Lei Xiao, different from the cold tone he used when he spoke 

to Qi Li and the others. 

Her small dimples were extremely alluring. 

Qi Li’s eyes lit up again. 

It was so cute. 

There were also little dimples. 

Perhaps her eyes were too hot, even Lin Hanxing couldn’t help but look in Qi Li’s direction. 

But before he could turn his head, his jaw was already pinched by Thunder valiant. 

“......” 

“......” 

Lin Hanxing blinked, and Lei Xiao did not know what to say. 

The two of them stared at each other. 

Perhaps it was because the atmosphere was too awkward and his expression was too restrained, but in 

the end, Lin Hanxing could not help but smile. 
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He saw her smile. 

Lei Xiao let go of his hand and looked elsewhere. 

However, she did not know how cute she looked in Lin Hanxing’s eyes. 

“Don’t mess around,” 

Lin Hanxing grabbed his hand without any hesitation. 

If there weren’t any outsiders around, she really couldn’t guarantee what she would do to Lei Xiao. 

Qi Li was dumbfounded. 

They had known each other for so many years, but when had Lei Xiao ever revealed such an 

appearance? 

The man who dominated the business world, who was decisive and made people tremble with fear ... 

Was it really the one in front of him? 

It wasn’t switched? 

Not to mention Qi Li, even her subordinates ‘eyes almost hit the ground. 

For a moment, the atmosphere in the lounge was strange. 

Qi Li’s subordinates looked at their boss sympathetically. They had been in love with their boss for many 

years, but to no avail. Now, they were forced to show off their affection. Even if an uncle could tolerate 

it, an aunt couldn’t! 

The mute uncle came back with a new invitation in such a strange atmosphere. 

With a light blue background and a White Hollow Magnolia as a seal, the Y and R letters could be placed 

together. 

an invitation under the joint name of Y.R. And Qi Corporation. 

Lin Hanxing ordered in a low voice. 

As if she had thought of something, she turned her head and glanced at Qi Li. 

you don’t have any objections to changing the location of the press conference to Y. R., Do you? ” 

“......” 

Qi Li was so happy that she didn’t have any other opinion. 

“But we don’t accept any activities here, right?” 

In the past two to three years, the Qi family had approached Y R multiple times to rent a space for their 

new product launch, but they had returned without success each time. No matter how much the price 

was raised, the other party was not tempted. 

In the end, Qi Li completely gave up. 



“If I say yes, then yes.” 

Lin Hanxing nodded at the mute uncle and spoke slowly. The matter was settled. 

Qi Li wasn’t an idiot, so she was stunned for a while ... 

Then, he stood up abruptly and looked at Lin Hanxing in disbelief. 

“You are ...” 

The second half of her sentence was cut off by Lin Hanxing’s indifferent gaze. 

President Qi, calm down!!! 

The subordinate was shocked. He thought that the flames of jealousy had finally devoured his boss’s 

rationality and that he was going to fight with his love rival for 300 rounds. He hurriedly tried to stop 

him. 

“......” 

Qi Li was pushed back to the sofa by her subordinate. 

Every time he wanted to stand up and speak, they would force him to back down. 

After a while, Qi Li’s temper was completely worn out. 

Lin Hanxing, on the other hand, leaned on the sofa with one hand and watched the scene with a faint 

smile. 

Qi Li looked at her in surprise. 

The big boss behind Y R was Lin Hanxing? 

Otherwise, how could she have the confidence to say such words? 

Moreover ... 

She could tell what he wanted to ask, but she didn’t deny it at all ... 

But, didn’t Y R already ... 

While Qi Li was still confused, Lin Hanxing stood up. 

When the high heels clattered on the ground, the people on Qi Li’s side didn’t dare to move anymore 

and turned to look. 

“Alright, get up. I’ll take you to see a few people.” 

After he finished speaking, he stood up and walked out with Lei Xiao. 

just now, mom called and scolded me. She said that I didn’t protect you. 

Taking advantage of the fact that the person behind him had not caught up, Lei Xiao spoke in a low 

voice. 



Lin Hanxing couldn’t help but laugh. His mother was so protective of han mingmei, she would probably 

look down on her from head to toe at home. 

“Ah Zhen has even found another original work of Huang Tingjian in case of emergency.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a small hand grabbed the back of his waist. 

Lei Xiao lowered his head and saw Lin Hanxing suddenly tip-toe into his arms and kiss him on the lips. 

It was soft and sweet. 

“I’ve been thinking of doing this since we were inside!” 

Lin Hanxing raised his little face, the dimples at the corner of his mouth were obvious. 

She stuck out her little tongue and licked her lips, as if she had not had enough. 

The Thunder valiant beast’s Adam’s apple bobbed up and down. 

He felt his lower abdomen tighten. 

Why did his wife look so attractive! 

“Star!” 

Lei Xiao was about to do something when Qi Li’s voice came from not far away. 

He was filled with excitement. 

Oh my God, are you really the boss of Y. R? ” 

He squeezed between Lin Hanxing and Lei Xiao as he spoke. 

Lei Xiao, who had been squeezed to the side, looked livid. He looked at Qi Li, who was holding his wife’s 

hand, with a cold look in his eyes. 

“How did you ...” 

Qi Li didn’t know what she wanted to say, but her eyes lit up like a fangirl’s. 

“......” 

Lin Hanxing thought that she might have been a little too excited. 

“That ...” 

She wasn’t used to being in such close contact with people other than the Lei family. As soon as she 

withdrew her left hand, Qi Li grabbed her right hand. 

“......” 

you invested in Zhu chengdi’s lab, and Y R is yours. You’re like a sweeping monk in wuxia novels ... Just 

how many other identities do you have that no one knows about? ” 

Qi Li had had a dream since she was a child. 



The person he admired the most was not the heroes described in the book, but the sweeping monk in 

Demi-Gods and Semi-Devils. 

He looked ordinary, but he had already reached the realm of profound martial arts. With a wave of his 

sleeves, he could beat a strong opponent into a pulp, imperceptibly displaying the demeanor of a 

Grandmaster. 

This was a true expert! 

“......” 

The veins on Lei Xiao’s forehead bulged. He had never thought Qi Li was so noisy before. 

“Calm down ...” 

Lin Hanxing pulled back his right hand, but Qi Li held his left hand. 

“......” 

“Oh my God, why do I like you so much!” 

Qi Li reached out and was about to hug Lin Hanxing excitedly. 

“Enough!” 

With a dark face, Lei Xiao reached out to push Qi Li away and pulled Lin Hanxing into his arms, avoiding 

the woman’s embrace. 

If this scene was seen by outsiders, they would definitely be shocked. 

Qi Li, who was rumored to be chasing Lei Xiao to death, turned a blind eye to him and chased after her 

love rival like a fangirl? 

Was she crazy? 

“her! yes! i! ” 

thunder valiant beast couldn’t take it anymore! 

Chapter 1122 

1122 Peter’s identity 

With his ugly expression and cold aura, even a fool could feel the strong possessiveness and displeasure 

of this man! 

Lin Hanxing seemed to want to say something, but Lei Xiao pressed him back to his neck. 

“......” 

Qi Li was dumbfounded. 

She had known Lei Xiao for at least seven years, if not eight, but when had she ever seen him like this? 
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Apart from the Lei family and the two surnamed Yan and Liang, Qi Li’s impression of Lei Xiao was that he 

was extremely cold. Even if the end of the world was coming and the whole world was going to be 

destroyed, he wouldn’t be interested in it at all. 

In the eyes of outsiders, the eldest young master of the Lei family was the most ruthless of the four 

sons. 

Qi Li had thought so too. 

But now, Qi Li finally realized. 

Lei Xiao was not heartless, he was only leaving all his love to one person. 

Was he jealous? 

Qi Li asked herself. 

He did feel a little sour in his heart. 

But he was also a little glad. 

She was glad that she had once liked such a man. 

He had his own bottom line, and he wouldn’t leave people hanging just because they liked him. 

He wouldn’t use this as a topic to show off. 

He was clean and pure. 

Even though it was strange to use such a term on a man. 

He was good. 

Unfortunately, it did not belong to him. 

After thinking it through, Qi Li quickly sorted out her mood. 

“Ah Xiao,” 

Lin Hanxing patted Lei Xiao’s back, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. 

Qi Li was a girl! 

Lei Xiao lowered his head and looked at her, his eyes full of profound meaning. 

“Good girl.” 

Qi Li already couldn’t stand it at this level. If she met Peter later ... 

Lei Xiao finally let go of Lin Hanxing. 

have you registered your marriage? it’s yours!! 

As if she didn’t see Lei Xiao’s livid face, Qi Li raised her head and walked proudly past him. 

“Big! Male! Zi! Lord! Righteousness!” 



She ran to Lin Hanxing in her high heels and held her hand. 

While he was at it, he proudly waved it at Lei Xiao. 

“Xing, who are you bringing me to see?” 

Qi Li turned to look at Lin Hanxing, her eyes full of curiosity. 

On the other hand, Lin Hanxing’s hand was being held by her passionately. If it was in the past, he would 

have pulled it out without hesitation and expressionless, not giving her any face, but now ... 

“You’ll know when we get there.” 

Soon, the three of them arrived at the fitness area that was temporarily closed to the public. 

Y. R. ‘S fitness area was made up of three transparent bridges connected to tempered glass buildings. No 

matter the weather, training facing the National Park was definitely a visually unparalleled feast. 

The elevator stopped at the top floor with a ding. 

The moment the door slowly opened, Qi Li’s eyes widened! 

He subconsciously turned to look at Lin Hanxing! 

His eyes were filled with disbelief and shock! 

If he wasn’t mistaken, that person was ... 

“OMG, My Princess ...” 

Peter, who had a serious expression on his face, seemed to have heard the commotion from the 

elevator. He was overjoyed the moment he saw Lin Hanxing. His eyes, which were as blue as the ocean, 

filled the middle-aged man with charm. 

As he spoke, Peter opened his arms wide and walked towards Lin Hanxing excitedly. 

However, this time, before she could hug him, her body shivered reflexively. 

She looked over Lin Hanxing’s shoulder and made eye contact with the man behind her ... 

What a sharp pair of eyes! 

However, what attracted Peter more than those eyes was ... 

The arms that were spread out towards Lin Hanxing suddenly turned around and walked towards Lei 

Xiao! 

He was about to give her a bear hug! 

Qi Li subconsciously wanted to close her eyes. Only God knew how much Lei Xiao hated the touch of 

strangers. 

“Peter!” 

Just when Qi Li thought her blood was going to splatter, she heard Lin Hanxing’s calm voice. 



Immediately after, before Peter could hug Lei Xiao, she had already raised her hand to his chest, not 

letting him take a step closer. 

“He’s my man.” 

Her long eyelashes trembled slightly, creating ripples of light. 

The corners of his mouth curled into a smile. 

Lin Hanxing’s dimples appeared faintly, but she gave off an irresistible force. 

“To be exact ...” 

Lin Hanxing leaned forward slightly and spoke the last sentence in a volume that only the two of them 

could hear. 

“He’s my husband!” 

Hearing this, Peter’s eyes widened and he lowered his head to look at Lin Hanxing. 

He was still her fiancé before ... 

Why did it suddenly jump to Husband? 

“OMG!” 

She was married! 

Lin Hanxing smiled without saying a word. He put his hand on his lips, signaling him to keep quiet. 

On the contrary, Lei Xiao, who had been looking at her with his eagle-like eyes, instantly restrained his 

hostility after reading her lips. 

His thin lips unconsciously curved into a charming smile. 

Once again, Peter was amazed by the manliness of the Thunder valiant beast! 

Peter had known Lin Hanxing for many years. 

Naturally, he understood her intention. 

It was probably not the time to make it public yet. 

That’s right, with Xing’s identity, if the news of her marriage were to spread ... 

Peter couldn’t help but imagine the scene. 

He instantly shivered. 

“What a nice figure ...” 

He looked at Lei Xiao with regret, his eyes filled with the desire to go up and touch his chest. 

“I want to touch ...” 



Peter looked at Lin Hanxing pitifully, but when he met her half-smiling eyes, he immediately retracted 

his expression and became well-behaved! 

Qi Li was dumbfounded. 

He could not believe that Mr. Peter was so obedient in front of Lin Hanxing! 

Not to mention her ... 

He wouldn’t believe it even if he were to randomly pick someone to tell him! 

Who was Peter? 

He was the president of the world’s most famous model agency, IM X! 

85% of the world’s top models were all under his company. 

IM. X was the model Empire! 

However, this man, although middle-aged, had a strange and unruly personality, and a poisonous and 

ruthless mouth. A few years ago, on a talk show program, he publicly disparaged a Member of 

Parliament so badly that even his own parents couldn’t recognize him. 

This episode had also become the talk show’s highest viewership rating since its broadcast! 

Qi Li was about to say something when Lin Hanxing’s phone suddenly rang. 

He looked at the caller ID. 

It was a call from Lu bingde! 

Lin Hanxing reached out and pressed the answer button. As soon as he picked up, he heard Lu bingde’s 

voice from the other end of the phone. 

“Take your time.” 

Lin Hanxing frowned and resisted the urge to move the phone away from his ear. 

“Lin xiaojiu, hurry up and watch the TV! Check your phone!” 

On the other end of the phone, Lu bingde was obviously very anxious. Almost at the same time, there 

was a notification sound indicating that there were other calls waiting for him ... 

Things were clearly not quite right. 

“Yes, I’m driving.” 

Lin Hanxing took the phone and walked to the TV hanging on the wall. He pressed the remote control. 

The television screen suddenly started playing. 

Qi Li’s phone also started vibrating crazily. She had set her phone to follow the hot topics of Weibo and 

other news apps. 



He had wanted to close the notification, but when he saw the news on the screen, his expression 

changed! 

“Star ...” 

She looked up and was about to speak, but when she saw the news on the TV ... 

His expression changed! 

Chapter 1123 

1123 The first battle of public opinion 

Qi Li subconsciously turned to look at Lin Hanxing. 

She was still in the position of answering the phone, but her eyes were fixed on the TV. 

Xuxu reveals the shocking side of the Lei corporation’s CEO’s fiancée! 

The sensational title, the heavily pixelated interview target, and some ambiguous words instantly 

attracted everyone’s attention. All the major portal websites fought to repost it, and for a while ... 

Filthy words and idle gossip came like a tide. 

The comments on Weibo were refreshing at the speed of light. In a short time, many ‘friends who have 

known her for many years’ had jumped out and described how Lin Hanxing had used support all these 

years. To earn ill-gotten wealth through means such as being kept as a mistress. 

There was even a plastic surgeon who secretly pointed out that Lin Hanxing’s face was the result of 

multiple modifications. 

“Bastard!” 

Peter saw the news and was so angry that he cursed. 

This bunch of self-righteous idiots! 

Just when Qi Li thought Lin Hanxing would explode, she saw him turn around and walk toward Lei Xiao. 

At this moment, the air around the Thunder valiant beast was filled with a cold and ruthless aura. 

The cruelty and ruthlessness in his eyes were even more obvious, like a bloodthirsty demon, making 

people shiver. 

“Ah Xiao,” 

Lu bingde hadn’t hung up yet, but Lin Hanxing obviously didn’t have the time to care about him. 

Lei Jing’s eyes narrowed. He picked up his phone and was about to contact the Lei corporation’s public 

relations department. He would never allow Hanxing to be humiliated like this! 

Lin Hanxing’s little hand reached out faster than him. 

He took the phone and hung up the call. 
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“Cold star!” 

Thunder owl’s tense voice contained infinite anger. 

“Don’t be angry!” 

She reached out her little hand and touched his cold and handsome face. While comforting him, she did 

not forget to turn her head and call out to Peter, who had an extremely ugly expression. 

“Peter, you too, hang up.” 

Unlike the soft tone he used when he faced the Thunder valiant beast, this sentence carried an 

indescribable commanding tone. 

The diamond earrings moved slightly. 

A cold glint flickered. 

Qi Li watched as Mr. Peter, who was rumored to be eccentric, difficult to tame, hung up the phone and 

looked at Lin Hanxing with his blue eyes, aggrieved. 

“This must be han mingmei’s doing!” 

Qi Li’s anger was so intense that her rationality was about to be burned out. 

This han mingmei, how could she be so shameless! 

“Don’t be angry,” 

Lin Hanxing turned a deaf ear to Qi Li’s words and only reached out to comfort Lei Xiao on his back. 

Looking at his expression, she would believe that he was going to kill han mingmei in the next second. 

han mingmei’s intention is to provoke me. If we remove the hot search and headlines now, it’ll only 

make people talk. 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was extremely calm. 

She was so calm that it was as if she wasn’t the one being scolded on TV or media. 

“I’ll give dad a call.” 

Lin Hanxing held up Lei Xiao’s phone and waved it at him with a smile. 

After unlocking the phone with his fingerprint, he dialed Lei kangnian’s number. 

Very quickly, the call was connected. 

“Ah Xiao ...” 

“Dad, it’s me.” 

When he heard Lin Hanxing’s voice, father Lei motioned for mother Lei to quiet down and pressed the 

speaker button. 



“I’m sorry, I’ve caused trouble for the family.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was soft, it didn’t sound like he was apologizing, but more like he was acting 

coquettishly to his parents. 

Hearing this, even the angry Thunder valiant beast’s expression was not as serious as it was before. 

“Daughter-in-law, don’t be afraid. Mom and dad are here!” 

Mama Lei’s voice sounded. 

Just now, mother Lei had fought 300 rounds with the people on Weibo, but because of the huge number 

of enemies, she was defeated in the end! 

The Lei family’s Weibo accounts were all in a mess. 

Countless private messages filled the background. 

Not to leaving messages! 

“Little Hanxing, you still have me, your brother Yan!” 

Yan beixiao’s funny voice interjected. 

“Sister-in-law, you still have us.” 

Lei Yu and Lei Jue’s voice sounded. 

“First aunt ... I-I-I-I ...” 

And Yuan Bao. 

“Yes, I know.” 

Lin Hanxing’s expression was gentle, and Peter’s Blue eyes reflected that expression, making him slightly 

stunned. 

He could not help but recall Lin Hanxing’s appearance when he first met him. 

She was a breathtakingly beautiful oriental porcelain doll, but her eyes were bone-piercingly cold. It was 

as if she could see through one’s heart even if one didn’t speak. She was dangerous and tempting to 

commit a crime. 

That was the most difficult moment of Peter’s life. 

His wife and partner both betrayed him and drove him out of the company he had founded. In fear of 

his revenge, they tried everything they could to cut off his path, forcing him to commit suicide. 

Yingluo, are you willing to accept this? 

She asked him. 

Of course not! 

But what could he do even if he was unwilling? 



He wouldn’t even have the chance to turn the tables! 

Just as he was dejected and wanted to leave, this porcelain doll-like Eastern girl sneered and ordered 

people to hang him in the air! 

For the rest of his life, Peter would never forget the feeling of peeing his pants when he was just one 

step away from death. 

The steel building was so tall that it reached the clouds. He was hung on the roof, and other than 

screaming for help, he had no other reaction. For a full 15 minutes, he was only put down when he was 

exhausted. 

He would always remember that she was wearing a pair of Rene caovila high heels that day. 

She was shivering on the rooftop when she turned her head and saw the pair of shoes. 

Having tasted the taste of death, he continued to live on with all his might. 

From that day on, he was willing to sell his soul to this mysterious Eastern girl. In just a few years, he had 

turned IM X into the world’s most famous model agency. 

Yet, she had casually waved her hand and given IM X to him as a birthday present ... 

Compared to the cold star of that time ... 

Peter could clearly feel her change. 

He was no longer cold and gloomy. 

There were many more ... 

Human! 

father, mother, I’d like to ask you not to use the power of the Lei Corporation for the time being and let 

this matter continue to ferment. I’ll also use my public relations team to add fuel to the fire and let this 

fire burn even more. 

Lin Hanxing’s voice had just fallen when there was a brief silence on the other end of the phone. 

Rumors were like wild grass. 

Water can’t drown, fire can’t extinguish. 

People would only believe the truth that they wanted to believe. 

No matter what the truth was. 

In the book ” a murder of crows “, Gustav le pang once mentioned that once a person joined a group, 

their intelligence would be seriously reduced. In order to gain recognition, an individual was willing to 

abandon right and wrong and use their intelligence in exchange for a sense of belonging that made 

people feel safe. 

Some of the people who insulted her online probably didn’t even know who she was and just went with 

the flow. 



The more this was the case, these people ... 

However, it was easier to control! 

Since han mingmei had started the first battle of public opinion, why not take this opportunity to tease 

her? 

“I know.” 

After a long while, father Lei finally spoke. 

His voice was filled with helplessness and indulgence for his family. 

“Hanxing, no matter what you want to do, just know that we’re your backup.” 

Chapter 1124 

1124 Han boming, you’re on your own 

At the CQ group. 

At this time, han mingmei was sitting in the boss’s chair triumphantly, obviously very satisfied with what 

she had done. 

“Ming Mei, you’ve done well!” 

“It’s really high!” 

Zhao Dongyang gave han mingmei a thumbs up as he scrolled through Weibo. 

Looking at the netizens who were scolding Lin xiaojiu without any reason, he felt happy and relieved. He 

touched his empty right ear hidden under his hair, his eyes dark. 

Wasn’t she, Lin xiaojiu, always arrogant? 

Wasn’t he supposed to be mysterious? 

Then, they would make use of her disappearance for more than ten years to make a big deal out of it. 

Even if she could explain it, so what? So what if she got the Lei Corporation to start a public relations 

operation? The rumors had already been spread, and the seeds of suspicion had been planted. Everyone 

was talking ... 

Would she, Lin xiaojiu, be able to stop him? 

Zhao Dongyang couldn’t help but laugh. 

Han mingmei was fiddling with her phone. 

She wanted to see how the Lei family would react when they saw Lin Hanxing’s ‘scandal’. 

Zhao Dongyang became more and more proud. 

Just as she was about to speak, she heard a loud bang from han mingmei’s side and her phone fell on 

the table. 
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Zhao Dongyang looked up, a little confused. 

Han mingmei, who had been so smug just a moment ago, looked as if she had just eaten gunpowder. 

Her beautiful face was twisted, and her eyes were staring in the direction of the phone, full of 

unwillingness! 

After some thought, Zhao Dongyang reached out and took her phone. 

He looked down and understood! 

It all started with a Weibo post by mother Lei. 

At first, they thought that the Lei family would remain quiet and wait for the situation to subside. No 

one expected that not only did the Lei family not keep a low profile as usual, but they also went all out 

this time! 

“I’m your mother. I trust her.” 

It was a simple sentence without any fancy descriptions. 

Almost at the same time she posted it, the other members of the Lei family also reposted it. 

What this represented was self-evident! 

“I wonder what Lin xiaojiu has done to the Lei family!” 

Zhao Dongyang snorted. 

He really didn’t understand. The whole of Rivertown knew that Ming Mei liked Lei Xiao. In addition to 

the relationship between the Lei and han families, they shouldn’t have caused such a scene. However, 

the Lei family ... 

“Just wait.” 

Han mingmei sneered. 

“I will let the Lei family know who is truly worthy!” 

.................. 

In the Lei family’s study. 

Lei kangnian leaned back on the leather seat with his eyes closed. 

After a long time, he dialed han boming’s phone. 

The call was picked up very quickly. 

“Old Lei, what made you think of calling me?” 

Han boming chuckled on the other end of the phone. 

He was like an old fox. 



The news on the internet had already blown up the matter so much, and even the bet between him and 

han mingmei, how could he not know? 

“What do you think about Ming Mei’s matter?” 

Lei kangnian’s voice was cold. 

But anyone could hear the coldness in his voice. 

Han boming, who was on the other end of the phone, was silent for a short while. 

At that moment, he felt as if he had returned to the days when he followed Lei kangnian to fight and kill. 

His blood was boiling. 

“Old Lei, we’re both old. Let the children settle their own problems.” 

Han boming said meaningfully. 

“You will regret this.” 

After decades of relationship, how could Lei kangnian not understand han boming’s meaning? 

He spoke in a deep voice. 

“Hehe.” 

Han boming laughed at Lei kangnian’s naivety. 

“Old Lei, sometimes I really miss the past ...” 

Lei kangnian had a kind of bloodlust that made people want to follow him and regard him as their 

master. 

But now ... 

“It’s not like I don’t know about you and Zhong Xueqing.” 

Lei kangnian stood up and stood in front of the floor-to-ceiling window. His deep and sharp eyes looked 

into the distance. 

The two of them were very clear. 

This phone call was to end their decades of friendship. 

“So what?” 

After a long time, han boming said in a cold and deep voice. 

Regardless of the past or present, Zhong Xueqing was the ‘goddess’ in his heart! 

He, Lei kangnian, was blind and insisted on marrying that Zhong Nanyin, and now he wanted to meddle 

in his Affairs? 

“Han boming, you’re on your own.” 



After saying that, Lei kangnian hung up the phone. 

He had already warned him out of morality. As for the future ... 

It was just like what han boming had said. 

Let the children solve it themselves! 

.................. 

At the Y·R Equestrian Club. 

When Yan Bei’s Xiaoliang yuran drove over, he happened to see Lu bingde and he Chengyu. 

The four of them went up. 

When they saw Peter, Yan beiming and Liang yuran looked at each other, clearly aware of his identity. 

On the other hand, Lu bingde and he Chengyu, one was not in the fashion industry and the other had 

just started out in society, so they naturally didn’t know the other’s identity and the true value of the IM 

X model Empire behind him. 

Lin xiaojiu, where’s your usual imposing manner and prestige?! 

Lu bingde, who had been worried all the way, saw that she could still drink tea and chat cheerfully with 

others. He was instantly furious. 

The bunch of people on the internet were about to scold her to the heavens, okay! 

Lin Hanxing raised his head, the smile in his eyes was still there. 

Lu bingde’s heart skipped a beat. 

Why did he feel that Lin xiaojiu was different? 

He’s smiling so happily, could it be that he’s mad? 

“Everyone, sit.” 

Lin Hanxing said indifferently and asked the people beside him to add a few more chairs. 

Yan beixiao went around to the other side of Lei Xiao and sat down. He sniffed the scent on his body and 

raised his eyebrows in amusement. 

But ... 

In his lifetime, he was able to gather a table of people who were so polar opposites ... 

It could also be considered the ability of the little cold star! 

miss Lin, I’ve already asked people to control the direction of public opinion as much as possible, but I’m 

very sorry ... 

He Chengyu spoke in a low voice, clearly having encountered a setback in dealing with this matter. 



“No public relations company is willing to take on the job, is that right?” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was calm. He even pinched some tea and threw it into the boiling water. His 

movements were elegant and moving. 

He didn’t know what tea it was, but for a moment, the fragrance filled the air. 

Her anxious mood also calmed down, and she began to drool. 

He Chengyu nodded. 

“I also ...” 

Although Lu bingde had been fooling around for so many years, he had his own ways of doing things. It 

was just that this time, it was really strange. Not only did the public relations company not accept it, but 

even the head of the Internet Water Army rejected it. 

No matter how high the price he offered, it was useless. 

It was obvious that someone was trying to kill Lin Hanxing! 

“Lu bingde, I don’t think I need to tell you who’s the one who stirred up all this trouble, right?” 

Lin Hanxing did not even look at him and continued to brew his own tea. 

The White gas lingered. 

Lin Hanxing’s expression was unreadable. 

Lu bingde’s eyes were sparkling. 

It was han mingmei. 

When he first heard the news, he did not dare to believe it. 

She couldn’t believe that she was the one who did such a thing. 

“I ...” 

Lu bingde opened his mouth drily, as if he wanted to say something. 

you like han mingmei. If she finds out that you’re helping me, what do you think will happen? ” 

As soon as Lin Hanxing finished his words, everyone’s eyes fell on Lu bingde. 

Especially Qi Li. 

“You like han mingmei?” 

It wasn’t just the look in his eyes, even his voice was filled with disdain. 

Lu bingde’s face was red. 

it’s not embarrassing to like her. I just like han mingmei. So what? ” 

These words happened to be heard by the people who had just come upstairs. 



Jiang Xibao felt the person beside him freeze and turned to look at Bai Xi in confusion. 

“I just wanted to ask you, when did you become blind?” 

Qi Li chuckled in annoyance. 

“I ...” 

Lu bingde was about to retort, but when he raised his head and saw Bai Xi, his voice suddenly stopped! 

The atmosphere seemed to have suddenly become subtle. 

Even the stupidest person could sense that there was something wrong between the two of them. 

The sound of boiling tea could be heard, but Lin Hanxing acted as if he did not feel anything. He poured 

the tea into the teacups and slowly pushed the cups for everyone. 

Bai Xi walked over expressionlessly. 

At this moment, there were two empty seats beside Lu bingde and Yan beiming. 

“Chubby little girl, come here!” 

Yan Beichen was enjoying the show and waved at Jiang Xibao, pressing on the seat with his palm. 

Liang yuran was expressionless as he glanced at him. 

In the end, Bai Xi sat beside Lu bingde, while Jiang Xibao sat beside Yan beiming. 

if you leave now, you’ll have an explanation for han mingmei if she asks. 

Lin Hanxing said indifferently. 

Lin xiaojiu, what kind of person do you think I am? ” 

Lu bingde stood up abruptly, his adorable wolfdog eyes red with anxiety. 

“Who are you talking to?” 

Bai Xi raised his head and looked at him coldly. Lu bingde’s lips trembled, and he sat back down again, 

feeling wronged. 

She turned sideways, not daring to look at Bai Xi. 

Lin Hanxing could not help but laugh as he shook his head. 

“You two are really interesting!” 

After saying that, she picked up the tea and slowly drank it, but her beautiful eyes still maintained the 

arc of a smile. 

He allowed the fragrance of the tea to spread on his taste buds. 

After taking a sip, Lin Hanxing took out his phone and made a call in front of everyone. 

He also pressed the speaker button. 



“Miss Lin.” 

A respectful male voice sounded from the other end of the phone. 

now, those people are not harsh enough. 

His cold words caused the expressions of the people in front of him to freeze. 

“Tell them to continue adding fuel to the fire!” 

Lin Hanxing then hung up the phone. 

For a moment, a few pairs of eyes stared at her, as if waiting for her explanation. 

Especially Lu bingde, who had already recognized the voice as one of the public relations companies he 

had contacted before ... 

She ... 

Lin xiaojiu found someone to slander herself? 

so, the reason why those public relations companies refused to accept it is because ... 

He Chengyu hesitated for a moment before speaking. 

“Actually, I’ve told people countless times that I have a bad temper, and I’m even a vengeful person!” 

Lin Hanxing’s lips curved into a smile. 

However, his smile did not reach his eyes. 

since han mingmei likes to play with me, I’ll play big with her. 

She played with the teacup with her fingers, her long eyelashes trembling slightly. 

“Aren’t they curious about what I’ve been doing all these years and who I’ve met? I’ll use this 

opportunity to give these people an answer!” Lin Hanxing did not care about the people who came for 

her. 

However, if the Lei family was involved, she would not let them off! 

Since han mingmei enjoyed being slapped in the face so much, Lin Hanxing might as well let her have a 

good taste of what it meant to reap what she sowed! 

Chapter 1125 

1125 An eye-popping reversal 

The situation was fermenting at a speed beyond people’s imagination. 

In a short period of time, all the marketing accounts were mobilized, and the top three hot comments 

on Weibo were occupied by #Lin Hanxing ##Lin xiaojiu #young master Lei #. The discussions and 

revelations about Lin Hanxing became more and more intense. 
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Some said that her private life was messy, while others said that she had even miscarried for a rich 

businessman. 

The person who gave the information even said the exact time and date as if he had experienced it 

himself. 

The scolding on the internet was rampant, and some people even started to post #Lin xiaojiu, get out of 

Jiangcheng #! 

Everything spread too quickly. When han mingmei realized that something was wrong, a few hours had 

already passed. 

“Something’s wrong.” 

Han mingmei quickly swiped her phone screen. 

“What’s wrong? Isn’t everything going according to your plan?” 

Zhao Dongyang didn’t seem to mind. 

The uglier the insults Lin little nine received on Weibo, the happier he was! 

Han mingmei didn’t say anything. She refreshed the hot comments section of Weibo over and over 

again. Looking at the number of likes that easily broke through the hundreds of thousands, an alarm 

seemed to ring in her head. 

Her intuition told her that something was wrong! 

tsk, tsk. Look at this scolding. It’s so satisfying! 

There were sneers everywhere that sympathized with Lei Xiao’s blindness for taking a fancy to such a 

thing. 

“These aren’t my people!” 

Han mingmei said in a bad mood. 

Zhao Dongyang looked at her blankly. He seemed to be a little confused. 

“I didn’t find these marketing accounts! And look at this news, the exact date and date is so long, no 

matter how I think about it, I still feel that something is wrong!” 

The more she said, the more han mingmei felt that something was wrong. 

“Are you thinking too much?” 

Zhao Dongyang felt that han mingmei was making a mountain out of a molehill. Weren’t all marketing 

accounts like this? they would go wherever there was a hot topic. 

this Lin xiaojiu is too crafty. I’m afraid that she still has a backup plan! 

“What backup plan? I think she made too many enemies after she came back, so they took the 

opportunity to seek revenge!” 



Zhao Dongyang didn’t mind. 

How badly had the Lin and he families been tricked by Lin xiaojiu? 

Why can’t they plot behind the scenes to take revenge? 

In his opinion, not only was there no problem, but it was also a very good thing. 

Hearing Zhao Dongyang’s words, han mingmei temporarily calmed down. She looked at the news, but 

the haze in her heart didn’t dissipate. 

Although the current situation was in her favor, the sneaky Lin xiaojiu’s lack of action made her feel 

uncomfortable. This was not her style at all! 

The more silent Lin xiaojiu was, the more passive he was. 

Just as she was thinking about this, her phone suddenly rang. 

Han mingmei frowned. It was Fang Mengran’s call? 

What was she calling her for at this time? 

Thinking of the unclear relationship between her mother and her father, she felt vexed. 

But in the end, han mingmei still picked up the phone. 

“Is there something?” 

His voice was neither warm nor cold. 

“I advise you not to go against Lin xiaojiu.” 

After Fang Mengran saw the news, she had wanted to make this call, but she had been hesitating. She 

didn’t expect that in just a few hours, the internet had gone crazy to this extent. It was simply ridiculous 

and terrifying! 

“Fang Mengran, did you call me just to tell me this?” 

Han mingmei laughed in anger. 

“Han mingmei, can’t you see that Lin Hanxing is already trying to break your plan?” 

Perhaps it was because she had suffered a big loss at Lin Hanxing’s hands, Fang Mengran did not dare to 

easily go against her again. It was also because of this that she was able to observe her from the side 

with some rationality. 

In today’s situation, it was clear that han mingmei thought that she had victory in her hands, but Lin 

Hanxing did not even see her as an opponent. He even teased her like he was teasing a mouse that was 

about to be eaten. 

“Hehe, break my trap?” 

Even though she was feeling guilty, han mingmei was determined to keep her mouth shut. 



As soon as she heard han mingmei’s words, Fang Mengran already knew that no matter what she said 

today, she would not listen to her. She sighed in her heart. 

han mingmei, let’s not talk about other things. Think about it carefully. In a society where information is 

so advanced, have your people ever found any useful information about Lin Hanxing? ” 

The Lin family was like this, the Han family was like this, the Zhong family was like this, and even the 

Zhao family, which one of them had not been investigated? 

But what was the result? 

He found nothing! 

No one knew about Lin Hanxing’s experience in the past 18 years! 

“She’s a living person, and as long as she’s alive, she’ll leave traces! However, until now, there had not 

been any useful information about her on the internet, not even a single piece! Do you know what this 

means?” 

“Just you wait, Lin Hanxing will definitely have a backup plan!” 

After that, Fang Mengran hung up the phone. 

Han mingmei still maintained her posture of answering the phone, even though the screen had already 

jumped back to the desktop menu. 

He did not speak for a long time. 

“Fang Mengran called you?” 

Zhao Dongyang said casually when he saw han mingmei’s dazed look. 

Han mingmei still did not say anything and just looked at her phone screen. 

Yingluo, do you know what this means? 

This was the last sentence that Fang Mengran had said. 

Of course, han mingmei knew. 

That meant that Lin Hanxing had absolute control over information, and even ... 

Controlling the direction of public opinion! 

Realizing this, han mingmei’s heart skipped a beat. 

She finally knew what was wrong when she was looking at Weibo just now! 

It was too detailed! 

The compiled information was too detailed! 

Seeing that han mingmei didn’t respond to him, Zhao Dongyang opened his Weibo and was ready to 

continue watching how the netizens were scolding Lin xiaojiu, but just as he lowered his head ... 



“F * ck!” 

Zhao Dongyang stood up abruptly and looked at the screen several times as if he couldn’t believe his 

eyes. 

Han mingmei raised her head expressionlessly when she heard the commotion. 

He looked at Zhao Dongyang. 

“D University released a statement on their official Twitter and Facebook accounts at the same time ...” 

No one would believe their eyes if they didn’t see it with their own eyes. 

These two statements had been translated into Chinese by nosy netizens and posted on Weibo. It 

almost instantly exploded the public’s eyes. Weibo’s traffic increased dramatically, and the server 

couldn’t even withstand the large influx of netizens ... 

He was completely paralyzed! 

D University! 

That was one of the top ten famous institutions in country M! 

A total of eight Nobel Prize laureates were born, and this was only the smallest of all the awards the 

school had received. 

In D University, there was no lack of geniuses and talents! 

“And then?” 

Han mingmei placed both her hands on the table and waited for Zhao Dongyang to continue. 

However, Zhao Dongyang just stared at the screen in a daze, as if he was shocked by the content. 

No matter how much he guessed, he never expected ... 

How could there be such an eye-catching reversal! 

“I’m asking you a question!” 

Han mingmei could not help but urge him! 

Chapter 1126 

1126 Activating crazy face-smacking mode (1) 

Zhao Dongyang passed the phone to han mingmei with a blank expression. 

The latter snatched it over and looked at the screen nervously! 

“This is impossible!” 

When she saw it clearly, han mingmei screamed. 
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No one knew better than her how cold d University, one of the top ten universities in the world, was in 

country M. The domestic admission model of only five places each year still could not stop the 

enthusiasm of the students, and han mingmei herself was one of the many people who were eliminated. 

Not being able to enter D University was her biggest regret in many years! 

But now, D University issued a statement on Twitter and Facebook at the same time, confirming Lin 

Hanxing’s status as a graduate of D University and a lifelong Honorary Alumnus! 

The statement recorded Lin Hanxing’s time in school in detail and even included a graduation photo. 

As the only Asian woman in the photo, anyone who had seen this photo could easily find her location. 

What surprised the more attentive netizens was ... 

In the graduation photos, there were many leaders who were active in the industry! 

These people were all Lin Hanxing’s classmates! 

Before the netizens on Weibo could recover from the shock of the news, someone had already followed 

the clues to Twitter of these people. No one would have thought that these people, who were already 

considered to be leading figures in the industry, would speak together and post photos of them and Lin 

Hanxing on different occasions! 

If they had not seen it with their own eyes, no one would have associated the Lin family’s orphan who 

had been missing for 18 years with these people! 

This was simply a person who was completely unrelated! 

Just when everyone thought that was the end of it, the National treasure of the United States, professor 

James, posted a close-up photo of his desk on his only Facebook account through his assistant. 

Some attentive netizens immediately realized that in the photo frame on the table, other than a photo 

with her family, there was also a photo with Lin Hanxing. 

Professor James ‘assistant used the words ” family ” and ” best friend ” to describe the photo. 

Best friend? 

All of a sudden, the netizens on Weibo who had been following the insults against Lin Hanxing were 

dumbfounded. 

What was going on? 

Lin xiaojiu, the disgusting woman with a messy private life, had suddenly become so superior? 

At the same time, Zhu chengdi, who had just finished attending the state banquet, used the laboratory’s 

official Twitter and Facebook accounts to express his sincere gratitude to Lin Hanxing for all the help she 

had brought to the establishment of the laboratory. 

He also announced in a serious tone that the laboratory base in M country would be moved back to 

China. He also gave Lin Hanxing the credit for his decision. 

This was undoubtedly like an atomic bomb exploding in the scientific research circle of America! 



One had to know that Zhu chengdi’s laboratory had broken the M nation’s monopoly with several 

exclusive research patents. If they were allowed to return to their country, the meaning behind it was 

self-evident! 

It was Lin xiaojiu again! 

The long night was sleepless-why do I feel like my face is hurting a little from being slapped? 

Eat up your little heart in seven or eight bites: F * ck, same upstairs, I also feel my face hurting! 

Don’t want money: D University! Lin xiaojiu actually graduated from D University! I’m going to give her 

my kneecaps for this! That’s an Academy that I can’t even dream of entering! 

The elder brother who explored Qingshui River, professor James! She was a mythical figure in the field 

of biology, and he couldn’t even cover a page of her title introduction! A person of such a domain level 

had called Lin xiaojiu his best friend! Oh my God ... 

[ a red-heart dragon fruit: was my account hacked? ] 

[ it’s none of your business who I like. Upstairs, are you dreaming? ] Hacking accounts? Let’s steal 

together? Do you think it’s the domestic young hunks who play with slippery hands? 

Just as the argument on Weibo was getting heated, one of the comments was pushed to the forefront of 

the storm in a short time! 

MintC’s little cotton-padded jacket: ” didn’t you guys realize that D University’s statement was released 

at the same time as the time when the black posts were exposed? ” Those who said that Lin little nine 

was a mess. The news of him being kept as a mistress was all fake, right? 

That’s right! 

After the reminder on Weibo, almost everyone went into an uproar! 

The official side had already released evidence that Lin xiaojiu was not in the country at that time. The 

rumors that had been spreading were completely exposed. The netizens who felt that they had been 

fooled immediately went to the account of the informant and started to ridicule him. They were so busy 

that they couldn’t stop themselves. 

“I don’t believe it! This isn’t true!” 

In the office of the dk organization, han mingmei stared at her phone, her face as pale as paper! 

Zhao Dongyang was also scared. 

He had never thought that Lin xiaojiu would be able to turn the situation around so effortlessly. He did 

not even need to use a single soldier. 

It was to the extent that their preliminary preparations had become a complete joke. 

At this moment, han mingmei felt as if she had just eaten a fly’s poop. It was like a Fishbone was stuck in 

her throat. 

She had originally looked down on Lin Hanxing! 



Whether it was when she first knew of the existence of such a person or after they had met, in her eyes, 

how could an orphan girl who had been missing for eighteen years be compared to her? Moreover, she 

had already owned the company at such a young age, and her father and father Lei had been friends for 

decades! 

No matter what, how could Lin Hanxing be compared to him? 

But now, reality had given her a tight slap in the face. 

Lin xiaojiu actually graduated from D University? 

And a lifelong Honorary Alumnus of D University? 

These two titles alone were enough for her to strut around in the Jiang city’s socialite circle! 

Yingluo, I advise you not to go against Lin xiaojiu. 

Qiao Qiao, han mingmei, can’t you see that Lin Hanxing is already breaking your trap? 

Fang Mengran’s words kept echoing in han mingmei’s ears. She staggered and fell back into the leather 

seat! 

“No, this can’t be true!” 

Hearing han mingmei’s denial, Zhao Dongyang wanted to say something but stopped himself. How could 

a post from an official account be fake? 

However, before he could say anything, han mingmei quickly picked up her phone and dialed the 

number of the public relations company. 

The other side picked up very quickly. 

However, when he heard her request to continue discrediting Lin Hanxing at all costs, he sighed. 

“Miss han, you’d better take a look at Weibo!” 

“I’ve already seen it!” 

“No, I’m talking about the latest news!” 

After hanging up the phone, han mingmei almost couldn’t wait to open Weibo with trembling hands. 

If the higher-ups were already going crazy because of the first wave of revelations, then they were now 

on the verge of losing control. 

Mr. Peter, the president of the world’s most well-known model agency, im x, based in New York, had 

posted a group photo five minutes ago. The person in the photo was Lin Hanxing, who was at the heart 

of the storm today. 

Even through the cold phone screen, he could feel the strong aura of the woman in the photo. 

He couldn’t help but be convinced and fascinated! 

And Peter’s description of the photo was even more concise ... 



–My Boss! 

Chapter 1127 

1127 Activating crazy face-smacking mode (2) 

His ... Boss? 

Everyone thought that they were seeing things! 

That was IMX! 

The world’s most famous model agency! 

It was a gathering place for top supermodels. 85% of the world’s top supermodels were signed here! 

Now, the president of IM X had announced to the public that Lin Hanxing was his Boss? 

Not to mention the netizens, even the media reporters who had been paying attention to this moment 

were dumbfounded! 

If the first wave of face smacking came from the academic and research world, then this time, it was the 

fashion and entertainment world? 

The key was ... 

Who the F * ck would have thought that just when everyone thought that Lin Hanxing was going to be 

destroyed, the plot would suddenly unfold? 

[ Cute little princess: Mr. Peter, didn’t you bring GG and the others to the Victoria show in Shanghai 

yesterday? ] Could Lin Hanxing be in Shanghai now? 

[ I’m from the East, West, South, and North. Don’t you think the background of their photos looks a little 

familiar? ] 

Big-faced cat loves chicken: ” I find it familiar too. It looks like ... The National Forest behind Y. R. ” 

[ Ball rabbit Sirui v: it was taken in Y.R.’S gym! ] I have photos as proof! 

The person who said this was a very famous internet celebrity, who happened to be a local of Jiang city. 

After sending the message, he attached a photo of the same angle to prove that what he said was true. 

Even so, the nosy netizens were all tagging Y. R’s official blue v Weibo, hoping to get a positive answer. 

At the same time, those who regularly posted celebrity flight information on Weibo also found the flight 

information of Peter and dozens of supermodels when they arrived in Jiangcheng, which indirectly 

confirmed the statement that Peter was in Jiangcheng. 

Whoever brainwashed whose brain, Oh my God! It turned out that Peter had been saying that he was 

working for someone else, but everyone had taken it as a joke! 

As he spoke, he released the edited video. 

This was a video clip of Peter’s participation in many activities. 
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When the reporters asked him if it was hard to support such a huge supermodel Empire, he always 

answered with the word ” My Boss. all these years, Peter had never explained anything, and the others 

automatically thought that he was joking or addressing himself modestly. 

Only now did everyone come to a sudden realization! 

So Peter wasn’t joking before! 

There was indeed a Big Boss hidden behind him! 

It was just that no one would have thought that this person would actually appear in people’s line of 

sight in such a way! 

“Is IM X Lin Hanxing’s?” 

Zhao Dongyang was shocked! 

As for han mingmei, she had not yet recovered from the shock of Lin Hanxing being a graduate of D 

University and a lifelong Honorary Alumnus. After seeing the photo of Peter and Lin Hanxing, her 

popularity trembled uncontrollably! 

At this moment, there was a commotion on Weibo. 

[ I’m running towards your arms. F * ck, you guys won’t believe what I’m seeing! ] Go to Y R’s official 

Weibo right now, I think I’m going blind! The unsolved mysteries of Jiang city were solved just like that? 

It was even accompanied by a cute picture of ‘I want to control how many I want to control (I want to 

control myself)’! 

Many netizens followed the hint and searched for Y R’s official website. After a short maintenance, there 

was an obvious blank space in the re-opened official website. 

And in this blank space, the addition was ... 

The identity of the mysterious behind-the-scenes boss of Y. R., Who had never appeared since its 

establishment, was officially revealed! 

It was no wonder that the person from before felt suffocated. Even many netizens who were on the 

official website could not help but hold their breath and stare at the photo in a daze. This was simply ... 

Too unbelievable! 

The boss behind Y R was also Lin Hanxing? 

After realizing this, everyone’s hair stood on end through the mobile phone or computer screen. They 

were so shocked that they couldn’t speak for a long time. They just stood there in a daze. 

Mengmeng stood up and thought, I feel like I’m about to suffocate! 

[ I’m the king of black wind Mountain: this is probably the closest I’ve ever been to a face-smacking 

scene in my life! ] 

Mia Chacha, [ I want to apologize for my ignorance!!! ] 



[ I’ll believe it even if you tell me that Lin xiaojiu is an alien! ] 

[ Mr. Bean and donut: if I remember correctly, Eric Zhan Nanheng came to Jiangcheng for the autograph 

meeting to find his first love, right? ] Back then, master Lei had appeared on the live stream, which 

meant that ... Eric’s first love was Lin xiaojiu! 

[ Level 10 puffy scholar: that mole ... Do you still remember the unforgettable global advertisement for 

the spring and summer ready-to-wear that was co-produced by the International luxury brand Louis and 

im x? ] 

With this reminder, some people suddenly recalled a global advertisement shot seven or eight years 

ago. 

It was a film produced by Louis and im x, with five international supermodels and a mysterious Chinese 

woman. 

In the advertisement, only the Chinese woman did not show her face. 

But even so, it became the most unique and fascinating idea of the advertisement. 

Using the light and shadow shooting technique, the Chinese woman’s face was mostly hidden in the 

shadows. Only her eyes and the mole at the corner of her eye were unforgettable. The Louis spring and 

summer clothes she was wearing were sold out as soon as they were launched. 

It was the fastest sales record in the world since the founding of Louis Vuitton! 

Not only the clothes, but even the handbag and ring that the woman used to match her clothes were 

sold out in a short period of time, becoming the most incredible legend in the fashion world back then. 

Louis immediately signed a 20-year contract with im x. 

After that, many people wanted to find the model from the mysterious Eastern country, and major 

brands also contacted im x to cooperate with her. However, no one could find any information about 

her. 

Even if Peter’s friends went to ask him, they would only get a mysterious smile. 

Now, im x had become the world’s most famous model Management company with countless 

supermodels under it. However, on its official website, the top of the model ranking list was always 

reserved for one person. 

There was only one brief sentence in the introduction bar ... 

Yingying came from China. 

There was only one letter in the name. 

X! 

All the clues in the past were linked together by the nosy netizens, and they couldn’t help but come to a 

shocking conclusion. The mysterious Model X from China was very likely to be Lin Hanxing! 



At this time, the internet was in a mess. A Photoshop expert found the advertisement from seven to 

eight years ago and cut out a few seconds of the mysterious Chinese model’s appearance. At the same 

time, he compared it with Lin Hanxing in the photo that Peter had sent ... 

The results were out very quickly! 

The editor-in-chief of the fashion magazine, VR, even forgot to switch to another account and directly 

used a blue V verified account to post the comparison photo. 

For a time, it caused a great uproar! 

Lin Hanxing was really the mysterious Model X who had caused a crazy discussion in the fashion world 

back then! 

Chapter 1128 

1128 Turning on the crazy face-smacking mode (3) 

At the same time, in the Lin family. 

A sudden scream broke the silence. 

Lin Jiaojiao rushed down the stairs as if she had gone crazy. Her face was twisted! 

Lin youlin, who was talking to mother he, was shocked. 

“Lin Jiaojiao, what’s wrong with you?” 

If it weren’t for the fact that she was tied to second young master he, Lin youlin would have killed this 

incompetent niece of hers! 

However, Lin Jiaojiao seemed to have been provoked. She picked up something and smashed it like 

crazy! 

That look made people shiver from the bottom of their hearts! 

The broken pieces of porcelain exploded around Mrs. He and Lin qianlin, causing them to Dodge to the 

side. 

“What are you still standing there for? Catch her!” 

Lin youlin couldn’t take it anymore and asked the servants to hold Lin Jiaojiao down. 

“Why didn’t you kill her! Why didn’t you kill Lin xiaojiu back then?” 

Lin Jiaojiao’s intense jealousy made her feel as if ten thousand ants were piercing through her heart! 

When she first found out that Lin Hanxing had been found, Lin Jiaojiao, who knew some of the inside 

story, felt pity for her. It was a subtle sense of superiority, mixed with some unspeakable secret 

pleasure. 

The little princess who was doted on by her uncle and aunt back then had led a wandering life for 

eighteen years. She was afraid that she would be completely reduced to dust. With such a thought and 

sense of superiority, Lin Jiaojiao would never have thought ... 
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Yingluo and the others are my people. 

The moment these cold words rang out, Lin xiaojiu, who had appeared in front of her, did not look as 

disheveled as she had imagined! 

Lin Jiaojiao would never be able to forget it ... 

That day, when Lin Hanxing came from afar, he was so shocked! 

Moreover, Lei Xiao had even asked Yan beiming to send him so many ‘gifts’! 

One couldn’t blame Luo Ruyin for losing control of her sarcasm and even brainlessly provoking her. Even 

Lin Jiaojiao herself almost lost control! 

Why was Lin xiaojiu’s luck so good? 

It was so good that people couldn’t help but be jealous! 

That was why she had instigated Luo Ruyin to go against Lin Hanxing! 

But who would have thought that the good-for-nothing couldn’t even keep her own room! 

“You’ve all been played by her! Hahahahahaha!” 

Lin Jiaojiao burst into tears and screamed like a mad woman. Her eyes were filled with unspeakable 

jealousy! 

“Block her cheap mouth!” 

Lin youlin was so angry that she was about to go crazy. These days, she was already having a headache 

because of the investigation of her eldest son, Luo Wenbo, and he zhehan’s smuggling of Chinese 

anymore. The he family was in chaos, so how could the Lin family be better off? 

The cross-sea bridge project was still under the three families ‘name! 

“Don’t touch me!” 

Without waiting for the others to approach, Lin Jiaojiao had already shaken off their hands. 

There were still tears on her pale face. 

“Auntie, Lin xiaojiu graduated from D University! That D University in M Nation!” 

Lin Jiaojiao’s voice was flat, but her eyes were dark. She successfully cut off Lin youlin’s angry scolding. 

“Do you know how rich she is?” 

“She’s also the boss of IM X, the world-famous model company. She’s even a model! A few years ago, 

the commercial that Louis was paying attention to was shot by her ...” 

Lin Jiaojiao laughed coldly as she looked at Lin qianlin and mother he’s shocked faces. 

“You think this is the end? Y. R was also Lin xiaojiu’s! They all belong to Lin xiaojiu!” 

Luo Wensu was coming down from upstairs. 



He stopped abruptly. 

Lin youlin’s blood rushed to her brain uncontrollably. 

“You’re talking nonsense!” 

How was that possible? 

How could Lin xiaojiu have graduated from D University? 

How could he be so rich? 

“Aunt!” 

Lin Jiaojiao brushed her messy hair behind her ears and revealed a ferocious expression. 

“Just wait ...” 

“Your retribution is coming!” 

.................. 

The news about the Lin family’s little nine on the internet did not die down with the passage of time. 

Instead, it was becoming more and more intense. 

Many netizens went to the official website of Louis to verify. 

For a moment, Chinese characters and emojis flew everywhere. Foreign netizens were amazed and 

curious to start a topic on Twitter. The advertisement video from seven or eight years ago was re-posted 

by people and caused a heated discussion. 

No one thought that the dirt on Lin Hanxing was real anymore. 

On the other hand, even he himself felt that it was ridiculous! 

They had never thought that things would be reversed in such a way. They were all slapped in the face, 

but they still felt great in their hearts! 

Twenty minutes later, the official website of the brand Louis had some news. 

The other party introduced him as a close friend of the Lin Hanxing group with the highest standard! 

However, no one could have imagined that this would actually open the prologue to a declaration 

between high-end luxury brands. 

The official websites of more than ten brands, including Burberry, Chanel, Gucci, and many others, 

released statements at the same time in just a few minutes, announcing that Lin Hanxing was a close 

friend of the group! 

It included clothing, jewelry, cosmetics, shoes, bags, and other fields. 

As soon as the news was released, not only domestic netizens, but even Twitter and Facebook were in 

an uproar. The netizens couldn’t believe their eyes at all. 



[ Bagua fashion V: I’ve lived long enough to see you! ] A close friend of the group! All the high-end luxury 

brands that could be named had fallen! Not a single one was spared! Do you know what this means? 

At this point, the editor did not appear for a long time. It was unknown if he was too shocked or 

deliberately keeping her in suspense. 

That’s your Yida: Editor, come and get fat! At least explain to us that you’re a close friend of the group! 

Hmph Hmph Hmph Hmph Hmph Hmph egg fried rice, I’ve only heard of spokespersons, image 

ambassadors, and friends of brands ... What the hell is a friend of the group? 

[ ” a company’s best friend ” is a higher status than the spokesperson, image Ambassador, and brand’s 

best friend. Generally, those who can receive this honor are VIPs who have helped and made great 

contributions to the company. ] 

[ ants have been racing for ten years: damn, to be able to get more than a dozen luxury brands to 

recognize him at the same time with the highest standards, I’m amazing now. The outside world is also 

in an uproar! ] 

[ Bagua fashionista:@BG fashionista I’m punching your chest with my little fists, trying to get more fans! 

] 

Ba Le Fashion V: ladies and gentlemen. And most importantly, Lin Hanxing was the best friend of the 

corporation. He was the first to receive the latest product every season. In other words, while everyone 

was fighting for the limited edition, the item had already been delivered to Lin Hanxing’s hands. All the 

products! For life! 

Crotch-staring cat: ” do you guys still remember the Weibo post Madam Lei posted ...? 

[ melodious glance: it’s this one, right?! ] I’m your mother, if only my daughter-in-law was interested in 

the money of the Lei family! This way, I don’t have to constantly worry that my daughter-in-law will find 

my eldest son boring! Do you know how rich our daughter-in-law is? 

[ strawberry puff and pineapple oil: now, is there anyone who still says that Lin xiaojiu is not worthy of 

young master Lei? ] Jealousy makes me ugly 

[ healer Lil fresh: back then,@Lei Xiao could only spread rumors with me that Lin xiaojiu got together 

with young master Lei for money! ] Hehe, this is a slap in the face, right? Lin xiaojiu didn’t need to rely 

on a sugar daddy, she was herself! 

In an instant, everyone started to tag this account. 

And just an hour ago, he was still jumping up and down and insulting Lin Hanxing for being lewd! 

Just as the netizens were discussing the matter on the internet, the Lei family was also in a heated 

discussion. 

Mother Lei sat on the sofa with her hands supporting her face, her eyes starry. 

“My daughter-in-law is so awesome. What do you want to do?” 



Yuan Dabao, who was beside him, was also holding his delicate little face with his hands, smiling 

foolishly. 

“First aunt is too amazing, what should I do?” 

Lei Jue was still looking at his phone. Sister-in-law’s slap in the face was too satisfying. Not to mention 

others, even he felt his blood surge when he saw it! 

He just wanted to ask Han mingmei face to face if her face hurt! 

Did her face hurt? 

“Have you found the information on the marketing accounts that started the trouble?” 

Although Han Xing had called to tell them not to use the Lei family’s power for the time being, as the 

head of the family, how could Lei kangnian allow anyone to hurt his family? 

“Big brother has already told me to find it.” 

The cold and gentle voice came from Lei Jing. He had already found the personal information of these 

accounts at the fastest speed. 

send the pictures to your big brother. On the other hand, little four, send out the lawyer’s letters one by 

one! 

Old Lightning, we’re both old. Let the children settle their own problems. 

Lei kangnian leaned half of his center of gravity on the sofa. 

He spoke in a deep voice. 

“I know.” 

Lei Yu’s eyes were deep as he exchanged a glance with Lei Xiaosi. 

She knew that her father was really going to pursue those people this time! 

After Lei Xiao received the WeChat message from Lei min, he sent it to his Weibo in a grid. 

Thunder owl: [ picture ] 

As soon as Lei Xiao’s Weibo post was posted, the Lei group’s official account quickly reposted it. 

However, the Lei corporation’s official Weibo account was even more direct. 

He directly exposed the registered operating companies of a few explosive accounts. 

All of them seemed to have a faint connection with CQ! 

[ let go of my bangs for the dogs to gnaw on: I can feel young master Lei’s anger through the screen. I’m 

trembling. ] 

[ Sunglow fairy: I dote on my own wife. Lin xiaojiu has been slandered to such an extent! ] I support 

young master Lei to Sue them until they go bankrupt! 



“When it comes to setting up traps, I’m convinced by Lin xiaojiu!” 

As a witness, Lu bingde shook his head and sighed while scrolling through Weibo. 

He Chengyu didn’t say anything, but his eyes were obviously filled with complicated emotions. 

Miss Jiu, D University’s top student, Peter’s boss, Y R’s boss, or the mysterious model ... No matter which 

identity she had, it was enough to shock people, but she had hidden it so deeply. 

Without any trace of showing off. 

“Tsk, tsk, my sister is really a beautiful little princess!” 

Yan beixiao crossed his arms in front of his chest and looked at Lin Hanxing, who was standing not far 

away with Peter and Qi Li, discussing the new product launch tonight. His eyes were full of pride. 

Liang yuran glanced at him coldly. 

“I think she has more secrets.” 

Even if his identity was exposed today, it was enough to shock people’s eyes. 

But Liang yuran’s intuition told him that Lin xiaojiu was still hiding something. 

Lin Hanxing turned around slowly as if he felt the gaze from this side. Qi Li whispered something to him, 

but she walked towards Lei Xiao. 

I’m going to go to CQ with Qi Li. 

Lin Hanxing smiled and reached out to caress Lei Xiao’s ear. 

Even though she knew that she had caused a huge commotion on the internet, she was still as calm as 

ever. 

Chapter 1129 

1129 How much slander can you stand, how much praise can you bear? 

“Go to her house and slap her in the face?” 

Yan beiming tilted his head and said slyly. 

Lin Hanxing looked at him with a faint smile. 

Yan beiming quickly made a gesture of zipping his mouth and retracted his shoulders. 

Qi Li, come downstairs in ten minutes. 

Lin Hanxing then pulled Lei Xiao outside. 

“Are you still angry?” 

While they were waiting for the elevator, Lin Hanxing turned to look at Lei Xiao. Even after the plot had 

reversed, the expression on his face remained cold and ruthless, and his Hawk-like eyes were extremely 

sinister. 
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Thunder owl did not say anything. 

The elevator door opened slowly. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes flashed with a smile. As he watched Lei Xiao walk in, he patted his shoulder. 

Just as Lei Xiao turned around, Lin Hanxing had already pushed him forward and kissed him! 

The elevator door closed behind them. 

Lei Xiao held her waist tightly with one hand and the back of her head with the other, allowing the faint 

fragrance from her body to spread and calm his tensed up heart. 

This time, no one closed their eyes. 

Lin Hanxing looked into his eyes from a very close distance. 

The Thunder valiant beast’s eyelashes were even thicker than a woman’s. 

Lin Hanxing’s lips couldn’t help but curve upwards as he reached out to touch them. 

It was soft. 

It was itchy. 

The kiss was long and comforting. 

Lin Hanxing knew that Lei Xiao liked her being close to him. 

Even if it was just being with her, even if it was not doing anything, he would still be happy. 

The elevator reached the first floor very quickly. 

Their foreheads touched, and Lei Xiao’s deep eyes were clearly filled with passion. 

Lin Hanxing chuckled. 

He swiped it with the magnetic card, and the elevator suddenly went into hibernation mode. Even the 

lights turned off with a snap. 

Suddenly. 

The Thunder valiant beast raised his hand. 

His slightly rough fingers caressed the bridge of her nose, crossed her philtrum, and fell on her lips. 

This was an extremely intimate action. 

“It doesn’t matter what those people say. I don’t care at all.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was calm. It was obvious that he really did not care about the malicious remarks on 

the internet. 

“I know you can’t bear to see me being slandered.” 

No one knew better than her how much ah Xiao loved her. 



but ah Xiao, face is given by others. Face is earned by yourself. 

Lin Hanxing believed that with Lei Xiao’s strength and ability, even if she were to put down all her 

businesses now, he could still guarantee that he would not have to worry about food and clothing, and 

that he would be rich and healthy for the rest of his life. 

However, the face given by others would never be as important as the face one earned. 

That’s your confidence. 

In the dark space, the two people’s breathing seemed to be intertwined. 

Lei Xiao stretched out his hand and interlocked his fingers with hers. 

Lin Hanxing could clearly feel the faint sound of the wedding rings on their hands brushing against each 

other. 

“The more slander I can stand, the more praise I can take.” 

She stood on her tiptoes and leaned close to his ear. 

“I, Lin Hanxing, will let them know that I have the right to stand by your side, ah Xiao.” 

Thunder valiant beast’s fingers trembled. 

It was as if he didn’t expect to hear this from Han Xing. 

His little girl ... 

She was persistent and stubborn. 

“In this world, no one else has the right to do so except you.” 

He pulled her into his arms and said in a low voice. 

“I know,” 

In his arms, Lin Hanxing raised his chin proudly. 

The best relationship in the world is me to you, and you to me, one of a kind and irreplaceable! 

In the darkness, Thunder valiant could still clearly capture every expression on her face. 

He could even see the faint glow of the diamond earrings on her ear when she moved. 

Yes, cold star. 

You know. 

You are my life. 

Chapter 1130 

1130 I think you want to anger her to death 

On the way to CQ group. 
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Qi Li glanced at Lin Hanxing from time to time, and the latter was looking down at the documents on his 

lap. 

“You’ve been looking at me for a long time.” 

Lin Hanxing’s cold voice rang out without even lifting his head. 

“What are we going to do at CQ?” 

Since she had been caught peeking, Qi Li simply smiled and moved closer to her. 

“I’m here to deliver the invitation.” 

Lin Hanxing took out han mingmei’s invitation letter from the stack. 

“I think you’re just trying to anger her to death.” 

After the Lei Corporation reposted Lei Xiao’s Weibo post, the netizens saw that most of the marketing 

accounts that first exposed Lin Hanxing’s dark past were related to the CQ group. They realized that they 

had been used as a weapon and quickly went to the CQ official website to vent their anger. 

Han mingmei, whose identity as the General Manager of the CQ group had just been revealed, was the 

first target of attack. 

Qi Li sighed in her heart. 

Although they knew that the tables had turned, this time, the tables had turned too quickly and too 

viciously. 

This time, han mingmei had probably experienced the power of public opinion thoroughly. 

Killing someone was just a matter of nodding, but what Lin xiaojiu wanted was to kill the heart! 

After hearing Qi Li’s words, Lin Hanxing looked at her with a faint smile and didn’t say anything. 

Soon, they arrived at the CQ group. 

Because it was a company that had just risen in the past two years, the front was not very big, but at this 

time, it was already surrounded by reporters. 

“Don’t you find this scene familiar?” 

Sitting in the car, Qi Li sighed. 

Lin Hanxing closed the document and passed it to the person in the front passenger seat, following her 

line of sight. 

It was a replica of the day when the Qi corporation’s entrance was surrounded. It was indeed familiar. 

“Are you ready?” 

Lin Hanxing’s hand was on the car door as he spoke coldly. 

There was no need to prepare! 



Qi Li was gritting her teeth and waiting! 

The moment the door opened, Lin Hanxing and Qi Li became the focus of the reporters. 

Especially Lin Hanxing! 

The most important thing for reporters was to be observant and alert. No one was stupid enough to 

know why the club was targeting the Qi family, but no one would have thought that Lin xiaojiu would 

stand on the side of her love rival Qi Li. 

As for the Lin family’s little ninth ... 

They had seen the shady news. Regardless of the authenticity of the content, they, who were well-

versed in the manipulation of marketing accounts, could see at a glance that there was something fishy 

about it! Back then, these people had used this move to kill and cripple many opponents. Now that they 

had made a comeback, everyone thought that Lin xiaojiu would not be able to escape! 

Everyone has a mouth, thousands of mouths, tens of thousands of mouths, you can shut this mouth, but 

you can’t shut that mouth. 

These marketing accounts have poured a basin of dirty water on you, and there will never be peace 

since then. 

If you don’t defend yourself, people will say you’re guilty. 

If you tried to defend yourself, people would say that flies don’t bite seamless eggs. 

It was always the people who poured dirty water on him who took advantage of him without having to 

pay the slightest price. 

Gossip was a fearful thing, but it was nothing more than this. 

At that time, who would have thought that Lin xiaojiu would be able to turn the tables so easily? this 

was a beautiful comeback. Not only did she turn the situation around, but she also tricked both han 

mingmei and CQ! 

Miss Lin, are you really the boss of IM X? ” 

Ms. Lin, did you bring President Qi here to show off to Ms. Han of CQ? ” 

“Miss Lin, please answer ...” 

The reporters swarmed in like a tidal wave. The people that Lei Qian had sent to Lin Hanxing were about 

to step forward, but they were stopped by her calm gaze and stood still. 

This scene was clearly seen by the reporters. 

They looked at each other. 

Lin Hanxing looked around and the reporters who were prepared not to move away if she did not 

answer the question felt a chill in their hearts. They subconsciously moved away. 

When they came back to their senses, they were all shocked. 



Qi Li took in the entire scene. 

She couldn’t help but be moved by Lin Hanxing’s strong aura. She had dealt with the reporters from 

Jiangcheng for many years. Every time there was hot news, they would rush up like tigers and wolves, 

wishing they could swallow the person alive. 

Who would have thought that these people would be so well-behaved today? 

Lin Hanxing smiled faintly and took the newly made invitation from his subordinate. 

The reporter’s eyes were sharp, and he immediately saw the two Y. R. Hollow carved Mulan seals that 

were pieced together. 

I’m here to give manager han an invitation. I hope that everyone can let President Qi and I go. 

A simple sentence not only saved the reporter’s face, but it also made clear the purpose of their visit. 

Without waiting for the other party to come back to his senses, he walked into the headquarters of the 

CQ group. 

Qi Li followed him. 

Just as he entered the automatic door, Lin Hanxing ran into someone in the hall. 

Zhong Xueqing was already standing in front of the elevator door. When she saw her, her eyes 

narrowed. 

“Where are the security guards? Are they dead?” 

She said gloomily. 

The security guard immediately rushed over to Lin Hanxing and was about to hit him. 

A quick-witted reporter who had just sneaked in from behind Lin Hanxing exclaimed when he saw this 

scene. 

Qi Li’s heart skipped a beat. 

He subconsciously wanted to stand in front of Lin Hanxing. 

After doing this, she was stunned. 

He couldn’t help but recall what Lu bingde had said to him when he was chatting with him. 

She mocked Lin xiaojiu. Although she looked cold and indifferent on the surface, she had a heart that 

was more compassionate than anyone else’s. She was born to make people willingly sell their lives for 

her! 

If Qi Li had thought Lu bingde was exaggerating before, now ... 

She seemed to understand why Lu bingde, who had suddenly turned over a new leaf, would say that. 

Even he himself had fallen for it! 



However, before the CQ team’s security guards could get close to Lin Hanxing, everyone’s vision blurred 

and their leader fell to the ground in a sorry state. It was a jaw-dropping sight! 

Qi Li was already prepared to be hit, and she even felt that the security guard’s slap was about to hit 

her. 

“Mrs. Zhong seems to be a little too excited.” 

Lin Hanxing said coldly and put his hand on Qi Li’s shoulder. 

Hearing her speak, the subordinate who had just attacked retreated to the corner, but his eyes were still 

fixed not far away. 

Mr. Lei had instructed that if anyone were to attack the madam, her safety would be the priority, and 

the other party’s life and death would be disregarded! 

“You ...” 

Zhong Xueqing had never thought that she would be so arrogant and dare to make a move here! 

He didn’t finish his words and seemed to be afraid. 

Seeing this, the reporters felt their blood boil. 

Lin Hanxing sneered and walked towards the elevator. 

Qi Li was stunned at first, then followed him. 

But this time, no one dared to stop them. 

“It seems that I’ll have to call you Madam han soon.” 

Lin Hanxing and Zhong Xueqing were standing side by side, and it was not difficult to see the thin smile 

on her face. 

Zhong Xueqing did not speak, but her violently heaving chest could not hide her anger. 

that’s right. After all, in your current situation, han boming is indeed a reliable backing. 

Qi Li didn’t understand what they were talking about at first, but when she heard the name han boming, 

she couldn’t help but widen her eyes. Zhong Xueqing and han boming? 

The elevator door slowly opened ... 

 


